
 

 

BIC® INTRODUCES NEW EZ REACH™ LIGHTER FOR ALL LIGHTING 
OCCASIONS 
 
BIC, a world leader in stationery, lighters and shavers, today introduced the BIC EZ Reach 
lighter, hailing it as the ultimate lighter for all lighting occasions. It is designed for lighting 
hard-to-reach places while helping to keep fingers away from the flame. The new 
innovative design is a perfect combination of the iconic BIC Pocket Lighter and the 
longer-reaching BIC® Multi-purpose Lighter. 
  
The EZ Reach lighter features a 1.45-inch extended wand that helps keep fingers further 
from the flame. Its body is the size of a pocket lighter, so it fits comfortably in users’ 
hands, bags and pockets, making it perfect for lighting candles, grilling and everything in 
between. The new design directly meets consumers’ requests for a lighter that lights at 
any angle. 
  
“As the lighter category leader, BIC continues to innovate with our new BIC EZ Reach 
Lighter, the ultimate lighter for all lighting occasions,” said Mary Fox, General Manager of 
BIC North America. “Consumers give this lighter rave reviews for all lighting occasions, 
including hard-to-reach places like candle jars and grills while keeping their fingers away 
from the flame. We are excited to launch this into the market and believe it will quickly 
become a must-have item in every home!” 
  
BIC applied its same commitment to safety and quality in designing the BIC EZ Reach 
Lighter that it uses for all of its lighters. Each BIC lighter produced worldwide undergoes 
more than 50 quality and safety checks during the manufacturing process to ensure it 
meets or exceeds all safety standards to keep consumers safe.  
  
The new EZ Reach lighters will come in four different designs: classic BIC colors, home 
décor, Bohemian, which is exclusively sold at Walmart, and a line of officially licensed 
Bob Marley lighters. The lighters are available at Walmart locations nationwide and will 



be available at Sam’s Club and additional retail locations through the Fall. The lighters 
have an MSRP of $2.99 for the 1-pack Classic, $3.49 for the 1-pack Home Décor and 
$4.00 for the Bob Marley lighters. A 6-pack of assorted classic colors and a 3-pack of 
Home Décor designs are available now on Walmart.com. 
 

https://www.walmart.com/ip/BIC-EZ-Reach-Lighter-Assorted-Colors-6-Pack-Colors-Will-Vary-Great-for-Candle-Lighting/687585686
https://www.walmart.com/ip/BIC-EZ-Reach-Lighter-Home-Decor-3-Pack-Assortment-of-Designs-will-Vary/531807866
https://www.walmart.com/ip/BIC-EZ-Reach-Lighter-Home-Decor-3-Pack-Assortment-of-Designs-will-Vary/531807866
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